Sources for Stations:

Station 1, Part 1: The United States

Tweet 1:

If the ban were announced with a one week notice, the "bad" would rush into our country during that week. A lot of bad "dudes" out there!

Tweet 2 and 3:

Interesting that certain Middle-Eastern countries agree with the ban. They know if certain people are allowed in it’s death & destruction!

The opinion of this so-called judge, which essentially takes law-enforcement away from our country, is ridiculous and will be overturned!
When a country is no longer able to say who can, and who cannot, come in & out, especially for reasons of safety & security - big trouble!

Station 1, Part 2: The United States
Station 2: Philippines

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2KtLTXXej8 (watch from 2:40-4:30)

Station 3: Hungary

Station 4: Poland